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“SERVICING”  
METADATA TYPES 

• Title Name, Version, Production Company, 
Distributor, Copyright, UPC Code Title and Product 

• Genre, Synopsis, Cast, Crew, Rating, 
Content Advisory, Box Office, Awards Descriptive 

• Color Space, Audio, Aspect Ratio, Running 
Time, Filename, File Format, Codec  Technical 

• Distribution Rights, Rights Windows, 
Street Dates, Pricing Tiers  Use 



MMS2 

EIS3 

ITV.COM 

UPDOC 

SAP 

SAP‐R3 
BRM GATOR 

Warner Bros. 
Home 

Entertainment 
Group 

Warner Bros. 
Pictures 
Group 

Warner Bros. 
Television 
Group 



COLLECTED 
SOMEWHERE 

• Hand Keyed 
• Copy/Paste 
• External 
Websites 

• Phone Calls 

CONFIGURED 
SOMEHOW 

• Spreadsheet 
• XML 

SENT 
SOMEPLACE 

• Packaged in 
Content 

• E‐mail 
• FTP 





THE NEED FOR  
MANAGED DATA 

  Relevant metadata is spread across multiple 
systems 

  Distribution partners have a variety of metadata 
specification formats and varied field 
requirements 

 Manual and repetitive processes exist to service 
the myriad of requested metadata 

  Different groups within Warner Bros. servicing 
the same titles to similar clients duplicate work 
and potentially send conflicting data 



 The purpose of the Metadata Service Bureau 
is to source and collect the best information for 
Warner Bros. products, organize and present 
that information in a way that can be easily 
accessed and easily exported in configurable 
formats. 



FEATURES 

  Automated creation of a single product record from 
multiple sources 

  Localized records translations 

  Web Portal for searching, approving and exporting 

metadata reports 

  Web Services for exporting metadata reports as a part of 

an automated servicing workflow 

  Workflow to approve records for export 

  Ability to quickly configure new metadata reports 



BENEFITS 

  Reduction in time and labor spent manually compiling data 

  Reduction in time and labor formatting reports 

  Ability to review and approve product data using a single view 

  All metadata reporting is managed centrally allowing for easy storage, 

tracking and auditing 

Key Cost Savings: 
  90% time reduction in manually managing spreadsheets 
  50% time reduction in encoding houses preparing metadata 
  Discontinue use of 3rd party vendors for metadata servicing 
  Retirement of two Warner Bros. systems 



HOW IT WORKS 



INPUT SYSTEMS 

To gather metadata for creation of the MSB, or “gold”, record  
  MSB takes regular feeds from 8 input systems  
  Each input system holds its own set of metadata 

•  Some information is unique to an input system 
•  Here, the input system is the “go to” source 

•  Some information may reside in multiple systems 
with slightly different values in each 
•  Here, a “system of record” ranking has been 

established 



SYSTEM  
OF RECORD 

  For information residing in multiple systems, a 
system is designated as the “most trusted” source 
•  As applicable, there is also a 2nd most trusted 

source, 3rd most trusted, etc. 
  If a value is available from the most trusted 

source, that value is used for the MSB record 
  If no value is available, the next system on the list 

is checked and so on until a value is found that 
can be used for the MSB record 



SYSTEM  
OF RECORD 



HOW IT WORKS 



END USER  
FUNCTIONS 

1. SEARCH 
2. MAKE A LIST 
3. EXPORT 



STATISTICS 

  Launched November 2008 
  Current Key business units include Warner Bros. Pictures Group, Warner Bros. 

Television Group (Branded Services), Warner Home Entertainment Group 
(Digital Distribution) and Warner Bros. Technical Operations 

  Over 100 users covering the U.S., U.K. and Japan 
  110,000 theatrical, television, game and music product records 
  Data collected for over 350 fields 

Current Development: 

  Integration with territory SAP systems for worldwide metadata servicing 
  Data feeds to websites like wb.com 

  Physical product (DVD, Blu-ray) support for Warner Home Video 



QUESTIONS 


